Presentation Tools at City University of Seattle
All have privacy options – contact LRC@cityu.edu
Recording
Possible
PowerPoint 2013
and newer

Live

Screen
Content

Access

Office 365
account

Screencast-o-Matic

Download or
Web host

Video Everywhere*

Blackboard
and a
YouTube
account

Host

Best for

CityU

Slide presentations alone can be directly attached to a Blackboard
content area. A presenter can record their narration over slides, save
as video to their YouTube channel, then browse, and embed to
Blackboard with the Video Everywhere tool. A synchronized transcript
is automatically generated and easy to edit.

Web

Recorded presentations combining desktop content, such as slides,
with audio/video of presenter using a webcam. Brand watermark
appears on playback. Pro account for $15/year removes watermark
and adds editing ability.

CityU

Recordings with no desktop content, e.g., welcome announcement,
questions in a discussion forum, demonstration in a content area, or
feedback on a student assignment in the Grade Center.

Collaborate*

Blackboard

CityU

Web conferencing where content is being shared (slides, files,
desktop) in real-time. Also works for mixed conference where some
are in person and some are online. Audio access through headsets,
built-in teleconference, or combination.

Skype

Application

Web

Small-group web conferences where seeing faces is the main goal.
Many people already have an account and are familiar with the tool.

Google Hangouts

Google Plus
account

Web

Small-group web conferences where seeing faces is the main goal.
Many people already have an account and are familiar with the tool.

Camera upload to
Youtube/Vimeo

Download or
Web host

Web

Camera upload to
CityU server

Direct access
to server

CityU

Recordings with no desktop content (for example, an interview or an
introduction). These can be embedded in Blackboard using the
YouTube Mashup tool or insert/embed tool in the Blackboard content
editor. Use the Video Everywhere tool to browse for video you
recorded and saved to your YouTube channel.
Recordings with no desktop content (for example, an interview or
teaching session with children) that need to be securely stored for
privacy, e.g. FERPA.

* Contact Bbsupport@cityu.edu for access and instructions for yourself or your students

